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The main feature of many websites is to
display information users need to accomplish a goal.

Pine text-based email client GMail



What is the users main goal?

What information is displayed to help them 
achieve it?

Ignore the interaction and
Focus on the information being displayed.
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How should we design 
information to suit the needs 

and abilities of users?
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You are cordially invited to Robert and 
Alexandra’s delectable after dinner party. Wine 
and nibbles will be served. When: February 
20th, 2019 at 9:30pm. Where: the pad. If you 
need directions, ping us. Kindly let us know if 
you will be attending by  February 1st.

Undifferentiated Text
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You are cordially invited to Robert 
and Alexandra’s delectable after 
dinner party. Wine and nibbles will 
be served. When: February 20th, 
2018 at 9:30pm. Where: the pad. If 
you need directions, ping us. Kindly 
let us know if you will be attending 
by  February 1st.

Step 1. Group related information into chunks 

You are cordially invited to 
Robert and Alexandra’s delectable after dinner 
party. 

Wine and nibbles will be served. 

When: February 20th, 2019 at 9:30pm. 
Where: the pad. If you need directions, ping us. 

Kindly let us know if you will be attending by 
February 1st.
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You are cordially invited to 
Robert and Alexandra’s delectable after 
dinner party. 

Wine and nibbles will be served. 

Step 2. In each chunk, decide what’s 
important to emphasize.

You are cordially invited to 

Robert and Alexandra’s 
delectable after dinner party. 

When: February 20th, 2019 at 9:30pm. 
Where: the pad. If you need dir, ping us. 

Kindly let us know if you will be attending 
by February 1st.
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You are cordially invited to 
Robert and Alexandra’s delectable after 
dinner party. 

Wine and nibbles will be served. 

Step 2. In each chunk, decide what’s 
important to emphasize.

You are cordially invited to 

Robert and Alexandra’s 
delectable after dinner party. 
Wine and nibbles will be served. 

When: February 20th, 2019 at 9:30pm. 
Where: the pad. If you need dir, ping us. 

Kindly let us know if you will be attending 
by February 1st.
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You are cordially invited to 
Robert and Alexandra’s delectable after 
dinner party. 

Wine and nibbles will be served. 

Step 2. In each chunk, decide what’s 
important to emphasize.

You are cordially invited to 

Robert and Alexandra’s 
delectable after dinner party. 
Wine and nibbles will be served. 

When: February 20th, 2019 at 9:30pm. 
Where: the pad. If you need directions, ping us. 

When: February 20th, 2019 at 9:30pm. 
Where: the pad. If you need dir, ping us. 

Kindly let us know if you will be attending 
by February 1st.
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You are cordially invited to 
Robert and Alexandra’s delectable after 
dinner party. 

Wine and nibbles will be served. 

When: February 20th, 2019 at 9:30pm. 
Where: the pad. If you need dir, ping us. 

Kindly let us know if you will be attending 
by February 1st.

Step 2. In each chunk, decide what’s 
important to emphasize.

You are cordially invited to 

Robert and Alexandra’s 
delectable after dinner party. 
Wine and nibbles will be served. 

When: February 20th, 2019 at 9:30pm. 
Where: the pad. If you need directions, ping us. 

Kindly let us know if you will be attending 
by February 1st.
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Step 3. Consolidate into 3 groups.

You are cordially invited to 

Robert and Alexandra’s 
delectable after dinner party. 
Wine and nibbles will be served. 

When: February 20th, 2019 at 9:30pm. 
Where: the pad. If you need directions, ping us. 

Kindly let us know if you will be attending 
by February 1st.
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Step 3. Consolidate into 3 groups.

You are cordially invited to 

Robert and Alexandra’s 
delectable after dinner party. 
Wine and nibbles will be served. 

When: February 20th, 2019 at 9:30pm. 
Where: the pad. If you need directions, ping us. 

Kindly let us know if you will be attending 
by February 1st.
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Use the squint test to verify the 
Hierarchy of Information

1

2

3
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1

2

3
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Users can’t focus on everything at once.
They have a spotlight of attention. 

A visual hierarchy of information allows
designers to guide users’ attention.



7 Tools for visually conveying 
importance
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1. Conceptual Grouping:
A few high-level visual groups (3)

You are cordially invited to Robert 
and Alexandra’s delectable after 
dinner party. Wine and nibbles will 
be served. When: February 20th, 
2018 at 9:30pm. Where: the pad. If 
you need directions, ping us. Kindly 
let us know if you will be attending 
by  February 1st.

You are cordially invited to 
Robert and Alexandra’s delectable after dinner 
party. 

Wine and nibbles will be served. 

When: February 20th, 2018 at 9:30pm. 
Where: the pad. If you need directions, ping us. 

Kindly let us know if you will be attending by 
February 1st.
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1. Conceptual Grouping:
A few high-level visual groups
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Menu
Emails

Contact/
chat



1. Conceptual Grouping:
A few high-level visual groups

Content

Metadata: 
title, description

Watch it next
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2. Location indicates Importance
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2. Location indicates importance
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3. Whitespace indicates importance
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Whitespace vs. No Whitespace
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3. Whitespace indicates importance
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Random Art MonaLisa

3. Whitespace indicates importance
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4. Size indicates importance
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4. Size indicates importance
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5. Images indicate importance
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4. Images indicate importance
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6. Contrast indicates importance
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6. Contrast indicates importance
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7. Color indicates importance
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Seven tools for visually indicating importance

Conceptual grouping Location Whitespace Size

Images Contrast Color
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What tools does the the basics group use?
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What tools does the the
“get-to-the-airport” group use?
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What tools does the the
“boarding” group use?
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What tools does the the
“find your seat” group use?



Using the tools together
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What tools does the compose button use?

Top and left

Top and right

Big 

Dark box 

Red

1. Conceptual 
Groupings?

2. Position?
3. Whitespace?

4. Size?
5. Images?

6. Contrast?

7. Color?

Grouped with “menu”

No
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What tools does the unread message use?

Top

left
No

Bold

No

1. Conceptual 
Groupings?

2. Position?
3. Whitespace?
4. Size?
5. Images?
6. Contrast?
7. Color?

All messages

No
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What tool do good designers use least?
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Designers use color sparingly



What tool do novice designer over use?
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If you are tempted to use color,
use size, whitespace and contrast instead.
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You are cordially invited to Robert and 
Alexandra’s delectable after dinner 
party. Wine and nibbles will be served. 
When: February 20th, 2019 at 9:30pm. 
Where: the pad. If you need directions, 
ping us. Kindly let us know if you will be 
attending by  February 1st.



Implementing Information Design
In HTML and CSS
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HTML Warm-up: 
Remake the invitation
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Step 1. Just run it.
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Step 2. Add <div> elements to create groups
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Step 3. Add style header, and padding to divs
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Step 4. Add spans and more styles by class
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Step 5. Add <br> elements to break lines.
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If you are new to HTML and CSS….

Try it Google it Ask the staff
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Reminder: Good Minimalism takes time.



Information Foraging Theory
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You want to find buy a used guitar.
Where would you look?

Good conceptual groups

Simple labels
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Information Foraging Theory says users follow visual or 
textual clues to sense if they are on the right track.
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Caveat 1: Use simple text labels
BUT some data don’t need labels.
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Caveat 1: Use simple text labels
BUT some data don’t need labels.

Title:
url:

summary:

Title:
url:

summary:

Title:
url:

summary:
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Caveat 2: Use Familiar Icons

BUT….
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Don’t use unfamiliar icons
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But not unfamiliar icons
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But not unfamiliar icons
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But not unfamiliar icons
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Icons are useful when users don’t know the 
word for the object.
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Aesthetics Matters to finding information
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Aesthetics Matters to finding information

Users work harder to find information 
when sites are more aesthetic.
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Summary
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The main goal of many websites is to
display information users need to accomplish a goal.

Pine text-based email client GMail



Users have a spotlight of attention. 
Designers use a visual information hierarchy 
to guide users’ attention
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Seven tools for visually indicating importance

Conceptual grouping Location Whitespace Size

Images Contrast Color
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Use multiple tools. Use color last.
Use size, whitespace and contrast instead.
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You are cordially invited to Robert and 
Alexandra’s delectable after dinner 
party. Wine and nibbles will be served. 
When: February 20th, 2019 at 9:30pm. 
Where: the pad. If you need directions, 
ping us. Kindly let us know if you will be 
attending by  February 1st.



Information Foraging Theory says users follow visual or 
textual clues to to sense if they are on the right track.

• Conceptual groupings
• Simple text labels
• Familiar Icons
• Aesthetic Design
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Homework 1 Part 1

• Due Wednesday Jan 29th @ 4:00 PM.
• Find two examples of web or mobile applications that positively exhibit one 

of the usability heuristics (other than 8. Aesthetic an minimalist design)
• Find two examples of web or mobile applications that negatively exhibit one 

of the usability heuristics (other than 8. Aesthetic an minimalist design)
• Questions about class policy
• There is a code part as well – we’ll cover that material later.

• In this class, Googling for programming syntax is good.
• We expect it. 
• If you get an error, the first question we will ask is “Did you Google it?”
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Fill out Google Participation form now!

• Linked to from the course webpage
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Please don’t underestimate this class
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Simple, functional design is deceptively difficult


